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we shall give a definition of fine cluster set for holomorphic curves from C into Pn(C) as

a generalization of the case of meromorphic functions and prove the followlngS･

"Letfbe a transcendental holomorphic curve from C into Pn(C)･ Then the fine cluster set

off is either (i) Cn+1 or (ii) a subset of Cn'1 of dimensionn･

In case of (ii),

′has neither Picard exceptional vectors
nor deficient vectors nor Borel exceptional vectors･''
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1. Introduction

(a) Let Vo be the family of deleted fine neighbourhoods vo of the origin of the complex plane and put

v-(z
: 1/z∈vo)

andput

v-(v
=

voEVo).
For

any function甲(a) defined in the complex plane we put

9C(¢)- [打方,
vEV

where p(v)- (¢(z) : z∈v) and ¢(v)
is the closure of中(v)

in the extended complex plane･

The set 9C(甲) is called the fine cluster set of ¢ at
-. The set is non-empty closed set in the extended complex

plane. p is
called to have a fine limit at

-

whengC(甲) consists of a single point･

(b) In 1965, ∫.L.Doob([3]) applied the fine cluster set to meromorphic functions to obtain the following in-

teresting

Theorem A. Letfbe a transcendental meromorphic function in l之l< -. Then, one of the following situa-

tions must bold.

(i) gC(f) is the extended complex plane.

(ii)′has a fine limit at
-. In this case/has

no Picard exceptional value･

(Theorem 7.3 in [3]).

Theorem A(ii) was improved as follows.

Theorem B. Letfbe a transcendental meromorphic function in lzl < ∞. Iffhas a fine limit at
∞,

then

(i) fhas no deficient value (Th6or6me 2 in [5]).

(ii) fhas no Borel exceptional value (Th6or6me 3 in [5]).
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(c) These results were generalized to algebroid functions in lz I< -. In [6], we gave a definition of fine clus-

ter set at
∞ for algebroid functions in lzl < -

and obtained some generalizations of Theorems A and B as fol-

lows.

Theorem C･ Letfbe a transcendental, n-valued algebroid function in lzF < ∞,

where n is an integer not less

than 1. Then, one of the rollowlng Situations must hold.

(i) gC(f) is the extended complex plane.

(ii)gC(I) consists of at most n values.
In this case,fhas

no Picard exceptional value, no deficient value ｡r

no Borel exceptional value (seeTh6or占mes 2,3,4 and 5 in [6]).

(d) The purpose or this paper is to give some results similar to Theorem C given above for bolomorphic curves

inlzZ<∞.

2 Preliminaryand Lemma

Let f- [fl,･･･,fn.1]be a transcendental holomorphic curve from C into Pn(C) a reduced representation of

whichis

(fl,･･･,fn.I): C･- Cn'1- (o),

where n is an integer not less than one･ We may suppose without loss of generality that j;･≠0(j-1,-,n+1).

For any vector

a-(al,･･･,an.I)ECn'1-(o),

weput

pa(a) -㈱lfa=If(a)lI'

where

n+1

(a,I(a)) - ∑a,.f･(z),
)--1

Tl-I

】lα】l-(∑l｡ノl2)1/2
ノ-1

and

n+I

lFf(a)=- (∑lf･(a)l2)1/2.
EJf5円

The characteristic function T(㍗,∫)oりis defined as follows (see [8]) :

･(r, I)

-去L2nlog‖f(-iO)‖dOllogllj(o)lr･
As

our′
is transcendental, it holds that

王聖篭ヂ--
We denote by√)(/) the order oり:

log 7'(㍗,∫)
'I＼ノ/

`-~;ニニ㌻r logr

ln the sequel, we use the standard notation of the Nevanlinna theory of meromorpbic functions(see [4]).

Fora-(al,･･･,an..) such that (a,f)≠0, we write

and

〟(∫)
- 1imsup

m(r･ a, I)

-去L2方log
a flflf(reie)

(a, f(reie)
dO
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〟(γ,α,/)-〟(㍗, 1/(α,∫)).

♂(α,∫)- 1iminf
r→ CO

那(㍗,α,∫)
T(γ,∫)
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We call the quantlty

the deficiency of α with respect to√.

The vector α is said to be

(a) Picard exceptional forfwhen (a, f) has at most a finite number of zeros･,

(b) deficient or exceptional in the sense ofNeuanliTma forfwhen 6(a, I) >0;

(c) Borel exceptional for f when

logⅣ(㍗, α, ∫)
;二言~'. log r

1im sup <β(∫).

Now, we shall give a definition of fine cluster set g(f, -) forf.

Definition. A vector a≠O is contained in 9(I, -)
if and only if 0 is contained in 9C(¢a). We call

9(I, -) the fine cluster set off at
-

Remark. Put

t#-
(a∈cn'1 : (a,f)-0),

then ∂e'is a subspace of Cn+1. putÅ- dimt#, then O≦ス≦n-1. A holomorphic
curvefis said to be

(a) (1inearly) nondegenerate if A -0;

(b) (1inearly) degenerate if A >0.

In case ∫is degenerate

g(I, -)∪ (0) ⊃∂ピ

since fora(≠0)∈∂ピ,甲a(a)…O and 9C(pa)- (0).

Now we glVe SOme lemmas for later use.

Lemma 1. For any v∈V, there is a positive sequence (rk) tending to - such that the circles lzl-rk

(k-I,2,･･･) are contained in v ([2], p.89).

Lemma 2. Letu(z) be a superharmonic function in a domainD such thatDc∈ V. Ifu(z)/logEzZ is bounded

below in a set v∈V, then u(a)/loglzE
has a finite fine limit at

- (Th6or占me 2 in [1]).

Lemma 3･ Let X be a subset of Cn'1 any n+1 vectors in which are linearly independent. Then, there are at

most
2n Borel exceptional vectors

for fin X
whenp(I)

>0 (see Th6or占me 4 in [7]).

3 Theorem

We shall prove some theorems for bolomorpbic curves corresponding to Theorem C in Section 1.

Theorem 1. Letfbe a transcendental holomorphic curve from C intoPn(C). Then, one of the following situa-

tions must bold.

(i) 9(I, ∞)∪(0)-Cn十1

(ii)g(i, -)∪ (0) is a subspace of Cn+1 of dimension n.

proof. Suppose that the set g(f,-) is not equal to Cn+1-(o). Then, there exists a
vector

α-(α1,-,α〝+1)≠O such that
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0更gC(q)a).

In this case, there is an element v of
V

and positive number M such that

l≦浩溜十≦M
(z∈v)･

Put

(1)

(a, f(a)) ≡aJl(a)+･･･+an.1fn.I(a) -F(a)

and wehavefrom (1) forj-1,･･･,n+1

撒≦(,7f11(忠)2)1'2≦芯
in v･ This means that all meromorphic functionsj;I(a)/F(I)(j-1,-,n+1) are bounded in v and by theorem A

eachf･(a)/F(z) has a finite fine limit at
∞･ Let the limits bea,I(i-1,･･･,n+1). Then, there is an element vl Of

Vsucb that

%-a,･(j-1,･･･,n･1', (2)

whenvl∋z→∞ in theusual sensein lzF<- (see [2], p.91). putp-(α1,･･･,αn+1), then, from (1) wehave the

inequality

n+1

ふ≦(∑lαjl2)1'2-‖oll
)A-I

and sop≠0. Further, from (1) and (2) wehave

alal+･･･+αn十1an.1≠0.

Put

W- ((bl,-,bn.1)∈Cn†l :
α1bl+･･･+αn.1b小1-0).

Then, Wis a subspace of Cn⊥1 and sincep≠0,

dim W-n.

For any vector b-(bl,-,bnー1) in W-(0), the function

(b, f(a)) l II,?='11b)f･(a)/F(I)
bHHf(a)rl llbH(∑,?=+11Ff･(I)/F(a)F2)1'2

I)?-+llb)･aj

bl=lp
-0

tends to

when ul∋z-- in theusual sensein !zl <-, This means that

b∈9(f,-);

that is to say,

W-(0)⊂g(I, -).

Let bl･････bn be a system of basis
of

W･ Then, a･ bl････,bn are linearly independent over C. In fact, suppose

to the contrary that a, bl････,bn are linearly dependent over C･ Then, there are
constantsβ, βl,-,βnsatisfying

Ba+βlbl+-+βnbn-0, (3)

where at least one
ofβ,β1,-,βn

is not equal to zero. Now,β is
not equal to zero, because ifβ-0, we have
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Blbl+･･･+Bnbn-0,

and so, as bl,･･･,bn are linearly independent

β1-･･･-βn-0,

which is a contradiction.
From (3) we have

a-

-‡(β1h････+Bnbn),
which implies that aE W･ This is a contradiction, that is to say'a･ bl････,bn must be linearly independent over

C.

Let c- (cl,･･･,Cn.1)be any vector not contained in W･ Then for some constants r･rl･''',rn

c-ra+rlbl+-+rnbn

and when vl∋z-- in the usual
sense in Ill <- the function

l(c,I(a))L

tends to

llcl‖If(a)!

けI L(∑,?=+11a]a]

cI川p
≠0,

which means thatce:9(I, -). We have

9(f, -)∪(0)-W,

which is a subspace of Cn+I of dimension n･ This completes the proof･

Theorem 2. Letfbe a transcendental holomorphic curve from CintoPn(C) such that g(I, ∞) ∪ (0) is a sub-

space of Cn+I of dimension n. Then, for any c- (cl,-,Cn.1)∈Cn'1-t#,

(i) c is not Picard exceptional forf.

(ii)6(c,I)-0.

(iii)c is not Borel exceptional forf.

proof. Leta-(al,-,an.1) beavectorinCn+I-g(I, -)∪(0). Then,

0瑳gC(¢a).

In this case, there is an element 〟 of V and a positive number 〟 satisfying

l≦十獣譲与≦M
(z∈v)･

Put

(a, f(a)) …a.fl(a)+･･･+an.1fn..(z) -F(z).

As in the proof of Theorem 1, for eachj-1,-, n+1, i.(a)/F(a) has a finite fine limit αj at
-

and there exists

〃1 in Vsucb that

J;I(a)
テ百方→αj

(j-1,-･, n+1)

whenv.∋z-- intheusualsensein lzl<∞. Put

p-(al,･･･,an+.),

thenp≠0.

(a) F(a) is transcendental.

(4)
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In fact, suppose to the contrary thatF(a) is
polynomial･ Asfis transcendental, at least one

off(z) is tran-

scendental･ We suppose without loss of generality thatfl(z) is transcendental. Then, fl(a)/F(I) is transcenden-

tal and it has a finite fine limit al by (4)･ This means from Theorem A(ii) thatf.(z)/F(a) has no Picard

exceptional value･ This is a contradiction since F(a) has only a finite number of zeros andfl(a)/F(I) has only
a finite number of poles. This implies that F(z) is transcendental.

(b) At least one

off･(z)/F(a) (j- 1,･･･,n+1) is transcendental.

In fact, suppose to the contrary that any one ofj;I(a)/F(a)is rational. Then, F(a) has at most a finite num-

ber of zeros since, if it has an infinite number of zeros, fl(I),･･･,fn.I(a)have an infinite number of common zeros,

which is a contradiction. Put

劣-Rj(a)(j-1,-･n･1)

and

F(a) -P(I)eg(I),

where P(a) is a polynomial and g(a) is a nonconstant entire function. Then,

f･(a)-P(a)R,･(a)eg(I) (j- 1,-,n+1)

and asf･(a) is entire, P(a)R](a) must be polynomial, which reduces to

T(㍗,∫)-0(logγ) (r--).

This is a contradiction. The assertion (b) holds.

(c) F(a) has an infinite number of zeros.

In fact, we may suppose without
loss

of generality thatfl(a)/F(a) is transcendental by (b) and, from (4), the

transcendental functionfl(a)/F(z) has a fine limita. at
∞, so that by Theorem A(ii), F(z) has an infinite num-

berofzeros.

Now, denote by

bl,･･･,bn

a system of basis of9(I,∞) ∪ (0). Then, there are constants γ,rl,-Tn Such that

c=ra+rlbl+-+rnbn

and we have

(c, I) -r(a, I)+Tl(bl, I)+･･･+rn(bn, I).

As bl,-,bn are ing(f,∞) and

(,7fll
whenvl∋z-∞ in theusual sensein lzl <-,

㌶ -llpJI(≠o)

(bl,I(a))

F(a)
-0

(5)

(6)

whenvl∋z→∞ intheusualsensein lzl<-. (5) and (6) implythat

(c,I(a))

*)r

whenvl∋z
→∞ in theusualsensein FzF < ∞. This means that the function (c,I(I))/F(a) has a fine limitrat

Oく⊃

(I) proof of (i)･ When (c･f(a))/F(a) is transcendental, (c,f(I)) has an infinite number of zeros by

Theorem A(ii) and when (c, f(I))/F(a) is
rational, (c,I(I)) has also an infinite number.f zer.s

sinceF(a) has
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aIl infinite number of zeros.

(II) Proof of (ii). For c- (c"･･･,cn.1) given in the statement of this theorem, we estimate

-(r, c, I)

-去f2才log
cLllLf(reiO)
(c, i(reiO))

dO

cLl=f(a)‖
llcIL(∑,?='lllj;･(a)/F(a)l2)1'2

(c, I(a)) I l(c, I(a))/F(a)

as follows.

(a) When γ≠0, the function
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(7)

tendst｡ tlc=llplt/Lrlasvl∋z-- intheusualsensein LEI < -. Then, byLemmal, thereisasequence (rk)tend-

ing to -

such that the circles Ill -rk(k-1,2,･･･) are contained in vl and

llcI(‖f(rkeiO)It

I(c, f(rkeiO))
-o(1) (k--),

which shows that

m(rk,C,I)-0(1) (k--).

(b) Whenγ-0, from (7) webave

n+1

log寸裂学課十-logllcLl･‡log(∑
lf.(a)/F(z) l2)- logl (c, i(a))/∫(a) L

)I-1

Here, for vl∋z→∞

n+1

‡log(∑lf･(a)/F(z) l2)-logllp‖
bF=円

and

- logl (c,f(I))/F(I) I--

Let D be a unbounded component contained in

(z∈v:
-logl(c,f(a))/F(a)l≧0;

lzl>1).

Then, DE V and
-

logT (c, f(a))/F(z) I is a positive superharmonic function inD･ Since

- logl (c, i(a))/F(a) l

(8)

(9)

logLzl

is bounded below it has a finite rime limit at ∞ by Lemma 2･ This implies that by Lemma 1 and by Cartan's theo-

rem ([2], p.91) there is a sequence (rk) tending to - such that the circles Ill -rk (k-1,2,･･･) are contained in

βand

- logI (c,f(rkeiC))/F(rkei8) l-0(log rk) (k--),

so that we have from (9) that

m(rk, C,i)-0(logrk)
(k-∞)･

6(c, I) - 1iminf
r -｣■00

m(r, c,I)

T(㍗,∫)
-0

(10)

From (8) and (10), webave

since ∫is transcendental.

(III)Proof of (iii). Fore- (cい･･･,Cn.1)given in the statement of this theorem, when (c, I(a))/F(z) is tran-

scendental, by Theorem B (ii)

log N(r, c, I)

;A=crY log r
1im sup

- 1imsup
r ~~トCO

and when (a, i(a))/F(a) is rational, (ll) also holds since

log N(r, 1/F)

log ㍗
(ll)
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N(r, c, I) -N(r, 1/F)+0(log r).

By Lemma 3, the equality

limsup
r→∞

must hold･ In fact, suppose to the contrary that

1im sup
r→∞

Then, from (ll) for any vector c∈Cn'1-t3e,

1im sup
r~-◆∞

log N(r, 1/F)
log γ

logN(r, 1/F)
log r

logN(r, c, I)
log ㍗

-p(I)

<p(I).

<β(∫).

(12)

(13)

On the contrary, take

X- ((an,･･･,a,1):aEC)

in Lemma 3･ Then Xn∂ピcontains at most n-1 elements and X-∂ピcontains at most 2n Borel exceptional vec-

tors forf, and so there are vectors in X-tガnot Borel exceptional forf, which contradicts with (13).

From (ll) and (12) we have (iii)of this theorem.
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